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ABSTRACT: This paper reports a comprehensive study on the synthesis and selfassembly of two model series of molecular shape amphiphiles, namely, hydrophilic
[60]fullerene (AC60) tethered with one or two polystyrene (PS) chain(s) at one
junction point (PSn−AC60 and 2PSn−AC60). The synthesis highlighted the
regiospeciﬁc multiaddition reaction for C60 surface functionalization and the Huisgen
1,3-dipolar cycloaddition between alkyne functionalized C60 and azide functionalized
polymer to give rise to shape amphiphiles with precisely deﬁned surface chemistry and
molecular topology. When 1,4-dioxane/DMF mixture was used as the common
solvent and water as the selective solvent, these shape amphiphiles exhibited versatile
self-assembled micellar morphologies which can be tuned by changing various
parameters, such as molecular topology, polymer tail length, and initial molecular
concentration, as revealed by transmission electron microscopy and light scattering
experiments. In the low molecular concentration range of equal or less than 0.25 (wt) %, micellar morphology of the series of
PSn−AC60 studied was always spheres, while the series of 2PSn−AC60 formed vesicles. Particularly, PS44−AC60 and 2PS23−AC60
are synthesized as a topological isomer pair of these shape amphiphiles. PS44−AC60 formed spherical micelles while 2PS23−AC60
generated bilayer vesicles under identical conditions. The diﬀerence in the self-assembly of PSn−AC60 and 2PSn−AC60 was
understood by the molecular shape aspect ratio. The stretching ratio of PS tails decreased with increasing PS tail length in the
spherical micelles of PSn−AC60, indicating a micellar behavior that changes from small molecular surfactant-like to amphiphilic
block copolymer-like. For the series of PSn−AC60 in the high molecular concentration range [>0.25 (wt) %], their micellar
morphological formation of spheres, cylinders, and vesicles was critically dependent upon both the initial molecular
concentration and the PS tail length. On the other hand, the series of 2PSn−AC60 remained in the state of bilayer vesicles in the
same concentration range. Combining both of the experimental results obtained in the low and high molecular concentrations, a
systematic morphological phase diagram was constructed for the series of PSn−AC60 with diﬀerent PS tail lengths. The versatile
and concentration-sensitive phase behaviors of these molecular shape amphiphiles are unique and have not been systematically
explored in the traditional surfactants and block copolymers systems.

■

behaviors on these shape amphiphiles.18−20 The eﬀects of
molecular concentration, solvent composition, and so forth on
their self-assembly behaviors have also been predicted.21
However, experimental investigations are relatively preliminary
and scarce in literature. To the best of our knowledge, there is
yet no systematic report on the phase behavior and various selfassembled morphologies for such shape amphiphiles. It is thus
our goal to design and synthesize model shape amphiphiles
with precisely controlled molecular topology for a systematic
study of their self-assembly and morphological transitions.
Polymer-tethered nanoparticles are a class of prototype
“shape amphiphiles”. Typical examples include polymer-

INTRODUCTION
Inspired by Nature, self-assembly is now well-established as the
central theme in developing new materials.1−5 Noncovalent
interaction between building blocks is a key parameter for selfassembling process, which was well-demonstrated in the last
several decades.6−11 It was not until recently that the anisotropy
and rigidity in shape are also recognized as important
parameters in the ﬁne-tuning of self-assembled structures.12−15
Beneﬁted from the booming nanotechnology, a large variety of
nanobuilding blocks with various shapes, diﬀerent symmetry,
distinct topology, and diverse surface chemistry are now
available. “Shape amphiphiles” thus refer to entities constructed
from these chemically distinct and geometrically anisotropic
building blocks.13,16,17 Computer simulation has predicted
various and intriguing hierarchical structures and phase
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tethered gold particles,22−24 quantum dots,25,26 globular
protein,27−30 and molecular nanoparticles (MNPs) such as
[60]fullerene (C60)31−34 and polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS),35−38 among which MNPs are advantageous in
providing a precisely deﬁned and readily tunable nanosized
structural scaﬀold. C60 has a spherical shape with truncated
icosahedral (Ih) symmetry which is an ideal building block for
self-assembly system. Well-established fullerene chemistry
provides elegant means to functionalize C60 in a regiospeciﬁc
way.39 Amphiphilic or lipophilic fullerenes have been designed
and synthesized based on hydrophobic characteristic of
fullerene, which have shown shape-persisted micelles or
bilayered vesicles in solution. 40−43 The self-assembled
morphologies of these amphiphilic fullerenes are stable but
hard to be tuned by changing the physical parameters. On the
other hand, although the synthesis of hydrophilic polymertethered fullerene has also been reported,44 there have been
limited reports on the self-assembly behaviors of these
molecular shape amphiphiles due probably to the unbalanced
interaction which leads to irregular aggregates. Recently, our
group has constructed “giant surfactants” based POSS with
various surface functionalities.45,46 Self-assembly of one of such
giant surfactants, carboxylic-acid-functionalized POSS endcapped polystyrene (PS) (APOSS-PS), leads to various micelles
(spheres, cylinders, and vesicles) where the PS tails have been
found to be highly stretched, similar to those observed in smallmolecule surfactant assemblies.45 The unique features of the
system include the lack of corona in these micelles (when
MNPs are present on the surface), the ﬁxed shape and volume
of the MNP heads, tailor-made topologies, and the relatively
slow self-assembling kinetics (as compared to small-molecule
surfactants), which possibly leads to versatile metastable states
in phase behaviors.47 In addition to the factors such as
molecular architecture, concentration, solvent properties, pH,
ionic strength, and others which are known to aﬀect micellar
morphologies,48−51 it remains an intriguing question how these
speciﬁc features would impact the self-assembly of the shape
amphiphiles.
In this article, we report the design, synthesis, and selfassembly of two series of molecular shape amphiphiles, namely,
hydrophilic C60 (AC60) tethered with one or two PS chains at
one junction point (Scheme 1), PSn−AC60 and 2PSn−AC60,

after self-assembled morphologies have been formed and
ﬁxed.52 Conjugation of functionalized C60 with PS chains was
achieved via the Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition “click”
reaction. The diﬀerence in molecular topology (one tail vs two
tails) turns out to be critical in determining their self-assembled
morphologies under identical conditions besides other
important factors such as PS tail length, initial molecular
concentration, and solvent properties. The study here provides
the ﬁrst systematic experimental illustration of the self-assembly
of molecular shape amphiphiles in solutions and the eﬀects of
molecular topology, initial molecular concentration, and
polymer tail length on these assembled morphologies.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular Design and Synthetic Route. Three parameters are very important in the molecular design of shape
amphiphiles: (1) shape; (2) interaction; and (3) topology. In
our system, the C60 head is regiospeciﬁcally functionalized with
10 carboxylic acid groups, which impart hydrophilicity on the
surface of C60. The rigid shape and ﬁxed volume, together with
the installation of 10 carboxylic acid groups that provides
multivalent interactions, make AC60 an ideal building block to
construct shape amphiphiles. Molecular topology was controlled by the use of precisely deﬁned fullerene derivative
precursors and “click” chemistry. Tethering one or two PS
chains to a single point on AC60 brings in the topological
variance. The synthetic route was outlined in Scheme 2. First,
Bingel-Hirsch cyclopropanation reaction is well-established for
the preparation of various hexakisadducts of C60.53,54 [5:1]Hexakisadducts of C60 were synthesized by sequential cyclopropanation to give “clickable” C60 derivatives 5a−b, carrying
one or two terminal alkyne groups and 10 protected carboxylic
acid groups. These reactions give moderate to decent yields for
fullerene multifunctionalization (∼ 46% for C60 functionalization and ∼80% for desilylation, see Supporting Information for
details), and the structures of alkyne-functionalized fullerenes
(fullerynes) 4a−b, 5a−b were conﬁrmed by 1H NMR and 13C
NMR spectra as well as MALDI-TOF mass spectra (Figures
S1−S4 in Supporting Information). Particularly, the Thsymmetry of the carbon cage was conﬁrmed by the 13C
NMR spectra in Supporting Information Figure S1, where the
sp3 carbon atoms show up at δ = 69.0 ppm and the only two
diﬀerent types of sp2 carbons have chemical shifts around δ =
145.9 and 140.8 ppm, respectively.55
Second, the Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azide−
alkyne has been well-known as a model “click” reaction that is
highly eﬃcient, modular, and robust.56 It has been widely
applied to overcome diﬃculties in doing chemistry with
fullerene or to ensure well-deﬁned structures with high
fullerene functionality.32,57,58 Here, azide functionalized PS
(PSn−N3, where n is the number average degree of polymerization) was prepared via atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP) and subsequent nucleophilic substitution with sodium
azide in DMF. “Click” reactions between AC60 and PSn−N3
proceed eﬃciently to give the desired shape amphiphiles with
diverse topology. 6a (PSn−tC60) and 6b (2PSn−tC60) were
obtained with a yield of 80% and 70%, respectively.
Deprotection of the tert-butyl esters on 6a and 6b with
triﬂuoroacetic acid in dichloromethane reveals the amphiphilic
feature of PSn−AC60 and 2PSn−AC60 in high yields (∼ 95%).
The success of the “click” reaction and deprotection was
conﬁrmed by size exclusion chromatograph (SEC), FT-IR, 1H
NMR, and 13C NMR spectra (see Figures S5−S8 in Supporting

Scheme 1. Cartoon Illustration of the Two Molecular Shape
Amphiphiles

respectively. The philosophy of the current molecular design is
to use hydrophilic fullerene as the polar head, which is diﬀerent
from those precedent amphiphilic fullerenes reported in the
literature that used fullerene cage as the persist hydrophobic
block.40−43 In this way, the fullerene is only used as a nano
structural scaﬀold with ﬁxed volume and shape. While the
electronic property of C60 might be lost in these shape
amphiphiles, the surface functionalization with multiple
interactions aids in the self-assembly of the resulting
amphiphiles, giving rise to diverse morphologies. Moreover, it
is possible to recover the valuable electronic properties of C60
by controlled potential electrolysis to remove all the malonates
7781
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Scheme 2. Syntheses of PSn−AC60 and 2PSn−AC60a

a

Conditions: (i) C60, toluene, I2, DBU, rt (2a, 57%; 2b, 51%); (ii) ODCB, I2, DBU, rt (4a, 46%; 4b, 45%); (iii) TBAF, THF (5a, 95%; 5b, 80%);
(iv) PSn−N3, toluene, CuBr, PMDETA, rt (6a, 80%; 6b, 70%); (v) CH2Cl2, CF3COOH, rt (7a, >95%; 7b, >95%).

agrees well with the calculated value of 2010.2 for [PS18−
AC60−2H]2−. Although the distribution appears slightly lower
than that obtained by 1H NMR and SEC, it may be explained
by the decreased ionizability and ESI eﬃciency in high
molecular weight fractions. Table 1 summarizes the molecular
characterizations of PSn−AC60 and 2PSn−AC60 with various PS
tail lengths, among which PS44−AC60 and 2PS23−AC60 were
purposely designed to possess identical overall molecular
weight of PS, but with distinct molecular topology.
Micellization of Shape Amphphiles at Low Initial
Molecular Concentrations [C ≤ 0.25 (wt) %]. The solution
self-assembly of these two series of shape amphiphiles was
performed by adding selective solvent, water, to the solution in
a common solvent, which was a mixture of 1,4-dioxane and
DMF (w/w = 1/1). The critical water concentrations (CCWC)
in forming micelles was monitored by static light scattering
(SLS) experiments. Figure 2 shows the SLS intensity changes
with the water concentration for both series of PSn−AC60 and
2PSn−AC60 at an initial molecular concentration of 0.1 (wt) %.
The onset of scattering intensity increase appears at CCWC
where the self-assembled micelles start to form (see the
positions pointed by the arrows where the slopes have a sudden
increase in Figure 2a). For PSn−AC60, the observed value of
CCWC decreases from 19.0 (wt) % for PS23−AC60 to 8.4 (wt) %
for PS100−AC60 (see also in Table 1). Note that the intensity
change becomes sharper with increasing the PS tail length due
to the formation of larger size of aggregates. Similarly in 2PSn−
AC60 system, the observed CCWC value decreases from 14.0
(wt) % of water for 2PS23−AC60 to 9.3 (wt) % for 2PS44−AC60
and the transitions also get sharper with increasing the PS tail
length. Hence, the increased hydrophobicity of these shape
amphiphiles was revealed by the decrease of in CCWC as the PS
tail length was increased.

Information). The most convincing results conﬁrming the
chemical structure and purity of the ﬁnal products were
provided by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI−
MS), which is a powerful technique for characterizing
molecules with multiple ionizable groups. Ions with diﬀerent
charge states and shapes can be resolved by traveling wave ion
mobility mass spectrometry (TWIM−MS) that enables gasphase separation and complete deconvolution of the isotope
patterns of ions with same m/z values.59−61 Figure 1a shows the

Figure 1. (a) 2D analysis of ESI−TWIM−MS spectrum of PS23−AC60
with double and triple charged states circled. (b) 1D analysis of ESI−
TWIM−MS spectrum of PS23−AC60 for double charged state with
zoom-in view of the spectrum to show the mass diﬀerence between
two neighboring peaks and their monoisotopic patterns.

exemplary 2D ESI−TWIM−MS spectrum of PS23−AC60 (drift
time t vs m/z) where the doubly and triply charged species are
shown as circled. The major distribution arises from charge
state of 2−, which corresponds to [PS23−AC60−2H]2− with
isotope spacing Δm = 0.5 amu. Figure 1b shows the actual 1D
ESI−MS spectrum extracted from the 2− ions. A narrow
molecular weight distribution can be observed with a spacing of
52.0 between neighboring peaks, which corresponds to the one
repeating unit of PS with two charges (m/z = 104.1/2 = 52.0).
The representative monoisotopic mass peak at m/z 2010.3
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Table 1. Summary of Molecular Characterizations and Self-Assembly Parameters of PSn−AC60 and 2PSn−AC60
sample

NPSa

Mnb

Mw/Mnc

topologyd

morphologye

PS23−AC60
PS44−AC60
PS70−AC60
PS100−AC60
2PS23−AC60
2PS30−AC60
2PS44−AC60

23
44
70
100
23
30
44

4.4k
6.5k
9.1k
12.1k
6.8k
8.2k
11.0k

1.06
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.06
1.04
1.02

I
I
I
I
II
II
II

S
S
S
S
V
V
V

L (nm)f

CCWC (%)g

Sh

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

19.0
15.0
10.0
8.4
14.0
10.0
9.3

1.68
1.41
1.20
1.17
1.07
1.07
1.08

5.5
6.4
6.9
8.0
3.5
4.0
4.9

0.5
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2

a

Degree of polymerization of the PS tail from SEC and 1H NMR measurements. bMolecular weight calculated from Mn(PS) + Mn(AC60).
Polydispersity index, measured by SEC, of corresponding PSn−tC60 and 2PSn−tC60. dTopology of shape amphiphiles (I, monotethered; II,
ditethered). eMorphologies observed in TEM (S, sphere; V, vesicle) at an initial concentration of 0.1 wt %. fL is the hydrophobic PS chain dimension
measured from TEM images. gCCWC is the value of critical water content measured by SLS experiments at an initial concentration of 0.1 (wt) %. hS is
the degree of stretching of PS tails.
c

Figure 2. Light scattering intensity versus water content in the 1,4-dioxane/DMF/water system with an initial molecular concentration of 0.1 (wt) %
for (a) PSn−AC60 and (b) 2PSn−AC60. The arrows show the critical water concentration (CCWC) for the corresponding curves. The values of CCWC
are determined based on the point of intersection of the two tangent lines as shown by the dashed lines in panel a.

Figure 3. DLS results and TEM images (inset) of the self-assembled morphologies of (a) monotethered PS44−AC60 and (b) ditethered 2PS23−AC60
in solution with a mixture of 1,4-dioxane and DMF (w/w = 1/1) as the common solvent and water as the selective solvent.

the ratio between cross-section areas of the head and tail (σhead/
σtail).62 Since C60 has a well-deﬁned structure and ﬁxed volume,
the smallest σC60 of functionalized AC60 can be estimated to be
1.5 nm2, assuming no salvation of the surface carboxylic acid
groups.63 In solution, the hydrodynamic size of AC60 is
expected to be bigger as the degree of ionization of the surface
carboxylic acid groups increases. The solvent properties also
play a role. Similarly, the lower limit of σPS can be estimated to
be 0.7 nm2 assuming the PS tail is fully stretched.64 Yet, since
this value increases when the PS tail relaxes toward a random
coil, it is highly dependent on the PS tail length.65 Therefore,
PS44−AC60 with a stretched single tail is expected to be in a
wedge-like molecular shape, while 2PS23−AC60 possesses a

The self-assembled micellar morphologies were investigated
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and dynamic light
scattering (DLS) techniques. Figure 3 includes the TEM and
DLS results of self-assemblies of PS44−AC60 and 2PS23−AC60 at
an initial molecular concentration of 0.1 (wt) %. Note that they
are a pair of topological isomers. PS44−AC60 forms spherical
micelles with a hydrodynamic radius (Rh) centered at 7.0 nm,
as revealed from CONTIN analysis of DLS results as shown in
Figure 3a. 2PS23−AC60, on the other hand, forms bilayered
vesicles with Rh ∼ 100 nm and a narrow size distribution
measured from DLS in Figure 3b. The shape aspect ratio (P) of
amphiphilic molecules was proposed by Israelachvili et al. to
determine the self-assembled structures. It can be estimated by
7783
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much smaller P due to topological requirements. Interestingly,
in this low initial molecular concentration range, all of the PSn−
AC60 samples studied here form spherical micelles, while the
series of 2PSn−AC60 forms bilayered vesicles disregarding the
PS tail lengths (e.g., see Table 1). We speculate that this series
of PSn−AC60 holds the wedge-like molecular shape (P > 1) and
the series of 2PSn−AC60 holds the cylindrical shape (P ∼ 1) in
this low molecular concentration range. It should be noted that
the value of P could be changed as the self-assembly conditions
vary, as shown in the high molecular concentration range of
>0.25 (wt) % (vide infra).
The PS Tail Conformations: Stretched versus Relaxed.
Hydrophobic PS tail conformations in micellar aggregates are
important since they critically aﬀect the formation and
morphology of micelles, as well as their potential applications.66
Hydrophobic alkyl chains in small-molecule surfactants are
known to be highly stretched and even crystallized in certain
cases.67 Unlike small molecules, relatively ﬂexible chain
conformation is common for amphiphilic polymers, which
results in a larger entropic contribution to the overall free
energy during the micelle formation.68 The subtle and delicate
interplay between enthalpic and entropic contributions, thus,
generates versatile morphologies for block copolymer micelles,
associating with either stretching or compressing polymer
chains to achieve free energy minimum.48,69 The polymer tail
conformation in the self-assembled aggregates of molecular
shape amphiphiles has not yet been thoroughly explored. It is
thus of interest to investigate the PS tail behaviors in the selfassemblies of these two series of shape amphiphiles and
compare it to traditional surfactants and diblock copolymers.
The stretching ratio of the PS tail in the micellar core can be
characterized by

S = L /R 0

Figure 4. Plotting of stretching ratio S versus the PS chain length NPS
for PSn−AC60 and 2PSn−AC60.

surfactant-like with shorter PS tail lengths and become more
amphiphilic block copolymer-like when the PS tail length gets
longer.
Micellization of Shape Amphphiles at Relatively High
Initial Molecular Concentrations [C > 0.25 (wt) %] and
the Morphological Phase Diagram of the Series of PSn−
AC60. The series of PSn−AC60 forms versatile self-assembled
morphologies at higher initial molecular concentrations [C >
0.25 (wt) %]. In contrast, only a single vesicular morphology is
observed for 2PSn−AC60 system under the identical conditions.
Figure 5 is a set of TEM bright images of self-assembled
micelles of PS70−AC60 at diﬀerent initial molecular concentrations. It is evident that the morphology changes from
spherical micelles with an initial concentration of 0.1 (wt) %, to
worm-like cylinders network at 0.5 (wt) %, to a mixed
morphology of cylinders and vesicles at 1.0 (wt) %, and ﬁnally
to pure vesicles when the initial concentration reaches 2.0 (wt)
%. The morphological transitions of all of PSn−AC60 molecular
shape amphiphiles at initial molecular concentrations ranging
from 0.1 to 2 (wt) % are summarized in Figure 6. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst experimentally acquired phase
diagram for shape amphiphiles. As discussed previously, all of
this series of PSn−AC60 form spherical micelles at a low initial
molecular concentration range between 0.1 and 0.25 (wt) %.
Transitions from spheres to cylinders and further to vesicles
take place at higher initial molecular concentrations [C > 0.25
(wt) %], and these transitions appear at lower initial molecular
concentrations for those PSn−AC60 with longer PS tails.
To explain the results in Figure 6, we need to consider the
driving force of these micellar morphological transitions. First,
the aggregation number of micelles (Nagg) increases with
increasing the molecular concentration (C), which follows the
relationship Nagg = (C/CCMC)1/2, where CCMC is the critical
micelle concentration.62 Second, the concentration of free
counterions (H+) has strong aﬀects on the self-assembly
behaviors of charged micelles.71,72 The concentration of free
counterions always increases with increasing the initial
molecular concentration.73 This could be validated by
measuring the pH value of the micellar solutions at diﬀerent
initial molecular concentrations. For instance, the measured pH
value of PS70−AC60 decreases from ca. 5.5 at an initial
molecular concentration of 0.1 (wt) % to ca. 4.3 at an initial
molecular concentration of 2.0 (wt) %, indicating an increase of
the concentration of free counterions (H+). At the same time,

(1)

where L is obtained from the core radius of micellar aggregates
measured from TEM images subtracting the size of AC60
(Table 1). Note that half of the wall thickness should be
utilized in the case of vesicles. R0 is an average unperturbed
(freely jointed) end-to-end distance of the PS tail length that
can be calculated by70
R 0 = (NPS/6.92)1/2 b

(2)

where NPS is the degree of polymerization and b is the Kuhn
length (b = 1.8 nm) for PS.
Figure 4 exhibits a plot of the stretching ratio, S, versus NPS
in spherical micelles of the series of PSn−AC60 and the vesicles
of the series of 2PSn−AC60. It is evident that S decreases as the
PS tail length increases in their spherical micelles of PSn−AC60,
while it is almost independent of the PS tail length in the
vesicles of this series of 2PSn−AC60. Two quantitative linear
relationships can be achieved in the double-logarithmic plot
between S and NPS (Figure S9 in Supporting Information),
which suggests a scaling law of S ∼ N−0.25
in the case of
PS
spherical micelles of the series of PSn−AC60 and S ∼ N0PS in the
vesicles of the 2PSn−AC60 series in the low initial molecular
concentration range. Comparing the results of polystyreneblock-poly(acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA) block copolymer micelles
−0.15
where S ∼ N−0.1
PS NPAA , the stretching ratio of the PS tails
exhibits a stronger dependency in PSn−AC60 spheres but is
almost independent of the PS tail length in 2PSn−AC60 vesicles.
The decreasing stretching ratio with increasing PS tail length in
the series of PSn−AC60 molecular shape amphiphiles indicates
that micellar behaviors of the PSn−AC60 are small molecular
7784
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Figure 5. TEM images of self-assembly morphologies of PS70−AC60 with diﬀerent initial molecular concentrations in the 1,4-dioxane/DMF/water
system: (a) 0.1; (b) 0.5; (c) 1.0; (d) 2.0 (wt) %.

small molecular surfactants and amphiphilic block copolymers,
this sharp dependence of micellar morphology on the initial
concentrations of PSn−AC60 is rather unusual.75,76 For instance,
the micellar morphology of polystyrene310-b-poly(acrylic acid)52
changes from cylinders to a mixture of cylinders and vesicles
when its initial concentration changes from 0.1 to 10 (wt) %.49

■

CONCLUSION
In summary, two series of precisely deﬁned molecular shape
amphiphiles with distinct topology (PSn−AC60 and 2PSn−
AC60) have been designed and synthesized via regiospeciﬁc
functionalization of C60 and subsequent “click” reaction with
hydrophobic PS chains. Micellar morphologies were observed
from their self-assembly with a mixture of 1,4-dioxane and
DMF (w/w = 1/1) as the common solvent and water as the
selective solvent, and have been systematically studied with
respect to the molecular parameters such as molecular topology
and PS tail length, and the solution parameters such as initial
molecular concentration. First, the eﬀect of molecular topology
on micellar morphology has been studied at a low initial
molecule concentration of equal or less than 0.25 (wt) %. All of
this series of PSn−AC60 forms the spherical micelles, while the
series of 2PSn−AC60 forms the bilayered vesicles. The
stretching ratio, S, of the PS tails in the spherical micelles
exhibits a stronger dependency in this series of PSn−AC60, yet
in the series of 2PSn−AC60 vesicles, this ratio is almost
independent of the PS tail length. Even in spheres of the series
of PSn−AC60, the stretching ratio of PS tails decreases as
increasing the PS tail length, indicating that the micelle
behavior in the shorter PS tails is more close to that of smallmolecule surfactant-like, while as the PS tail length increases,
the micelle behavior is gradually shifted to that of amphiphilic
block copolymer-like. Second, when the initial molecular
concentration is increased to above 0.25 (wt) %, the series of
PSn−AC60 exhibits micellar morphological transitions from
spheres to cylinders and further to vesicles with increasing the
initial molecular concentration and/or the PS tail length.
However, only bilayered vesicles can be observed for the series
of 2PS n −AC 60 even in this relatively high molecular
concentration range. On the basis of the experimental results,
a morphological phase diagram for the series of PSn−AC60 was
constructed with respect to both the PS tail length and the
initial molecular concentration. The driving force of these
transitions is attributed to increasing both the size of selfassembled aggregates and the concentration of free counterions. Such morphological transitions are also closely associated
with the decreasing value of shape aspect ratio, P. The versatile
self-assembled morphologies exhibited in such a narrow initial
molecular concentration are attributed to the delicate balance
between cross-section area of the σC60 and σPS. The present
work provides the ﬁrst comprehensive study of phase behaviors
of molecular shape amphiphiles in solution. The versatile and

Figure 6. Morphological phase diagram of PSn−AC60 self-assemblies
in the 1,4-dioxane/DMF/water system depending on the initial
molecular concentration and the PS tail length.

the degree of ionization (α) of the carboxylic acid groups
decreases with increasing the initial molecular concentration,
which follows the relationship α ∝ (ka/C)1/2 where ka is the
averaged dissociation constant of each carboxylic acid.74 To
minimize the free energy of micelles, the equilibrium micellar
morphologies will favor larger aggregates with lower charge
density. Therefore, spherical micelles are pushed to transfer to
cylinders and further to vesicles with increasing the initial
molecular concentration.
Furthermore, these transitions are also closely associated
with the relaxation of the stretched PS tails in the micellar
cores. Since the PSn−AC60 with a longer PS tail lengths possess
less stretching and thus, they also favor the morphological
transitions (the entropic contribution). This is exactly the
experimental observation in the case of PS100−AC60. These
micellar morphology transitions can also be simply understood
by the value of shape aspect ratio, P. According to the Gouy−
Chapman theory,66 the hydrodynamic size of AC60 will
decrease as increasing the initial molecular concentration and
the concentration of free counterions, which results in a
decrease of P. This explains the dependence of morphological
transition on the initial molecular concentration (see Figure 6
for PS70−AC60). Meanwhile, as discussed in the previous
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concentration-sensitive phase behaviors of these molecular
shape amphiphiles are unique. These giant molecular shape
amphiphiles, thus, represent a novel class of amphiphilic
molecules that have not been systematically explored beyond
the traditional surfactants and block copolymers systems, which
provides a new platform for understanding supramolecular selfassemblies of shape amphiphilic molecules in solution.
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